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The Baroque period lasted for 150 years
from 1600 (the year in which the first
opera was composed) until 1750 (the year
in which Bach died).

During this time lots of discoveries were
made and theories proved. Some
important events were:

- Isaac Newton discovered the Earth
gravity force when an apple fell from a
tree and hit him on the head.

-Scientists accepted that the Earth goes
around the Sun.

-The Pilgrim Fathers sailed from England
to a new life in America.



Some important musicians in this period are:

J. S. Bach G. F.Häendel

Antonio Vivaldi C. Monteverdi



Let’s learn about Baroque Music!

• Baroque music is full of contrasts:
composers mixed soft melodies with loud
ones, one instrument opposed to an
orchestra, slow pieces of music with fast
ones, etc.



• Composers used to write music for specific
occasions: celebrations, festivals, etc.

• Word painting: music was used to highlight the
meaning of words (for example: to represent the
words “climbing the mountains” they used
ascending scales).

• Music was mainly homophonic: one main melody
accompanied by other voices or instruments.

Most of nowadays music is 
homophonic when a singer sings 
accompanied by drums, electric 
guitars, keyboard, etc



Baroque opera
Opera began during this period.
The first modern opera is ORFEO by Claudio

Monteverdi.

There were many famous opera
singers but, the most appreciated
were castrato singers, that is, men
who were castrated when children
to keep a high-pitched voice, e.g.
Farinelli.



An oratorio is a large
musical composition
including an orchestra,
a choir, and soloists.
There is no interaction
between the
characters and no
special costumes. The
plot of an oratorio
often deals with sacred
topics.

More Baroque forms

One of the most 
famous is mine! The 
Messiah… by the 
way, I´m Haendel…



A cantata (literally 'sung', derived from the
Italian word 'cantare') is a vocal composition
with an instrumental accompaniment.
Cantatas can be secular or sacred.

Bach loved food and coffee so much that
he wrote THE COFFEE CANTATA BWV
211. This cantata amusingly tells of an
addiction to coffee.

If you want to listen to it, go to
www.youtube.com/watch?v=9TUWI9U2CLo



The orchestra
For the first time, the orchestra is organized in families
although the baroque orchestra was smaller than nowadays.

Composers specified the exact instruments that had to
perform the music in the score.

Musicians specialized in an instrument and so, they became
virtuous.

The most popular instrument was the violin.



The baroque concerto

The concerto is one of the most important instrumental forms in the baroque
period. It is a musical work usually in three parts or movements, in which one
solo instrument (for instance, violin) is accompanied by an orchestra.

There were also concertos
grossos, which contrasted a
small group of instruments with
the rest of the orchestra. While
the concerto grosso is tipical from
the Baroque period, the solo
concerto has continued to
nowadays.



Probably, the most famous concertos from this period are
The four seasons by the well-known composer Antonio
Vivaldi.

Have you ever heard the Spring? If not, you can try in 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2lbGix2wtE

In fact, the Four Seasons are four different violin concertos 
based on the spring, summer, autumn and winter and the 
nature.
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